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THE SOUND LIBRARIES SECTION OF THE POLISH LIBRARIANS’ ASSOCIATION

ABOUT THE POLISH
LIBRARIANS’ ASSOCIATION
The history of the Polish Librarians’ Association dates to the early 20th century. The Polish
Librarians’ Union (ZBP) was established in October 1917, at the end of the World War I in Poland (which had been divided into three partitions and deprived of its own state since the late
18th century). ZBP was brought to life by the directors of Warsaw libraries, book science and
bibliography theoreticians, historians, book lovers, librarians and social activists aware of the
importance libraries have for the future of Polish science, culture and education, in order to
foster the cultural and social cohesion of the country.
The Polish Librarians’ Association (PLA) has been operating under its current name since 1953
and continues the activities of the ZBP. Like in the ﬁrst decades and after the World War II, the
PLA’s mission is to work for the development of librarianship, to build its professional identity,
and to create a positive image of the profession of librarian, to integrate the librarians’ community and to promote their activities. The PLA’s vision is to create a partnership-based space
for the development of libraries in the information society.
In 2009 our members prepared a document deﬁning the following strategic development
goals for the years 2009-2021:


gaining strong inﬂuence on the Polish library policy and practice



becoming a strategic partner in building the information society



integrating the professional community



increasing each librarian’s access to various modern forms of education and vocational
training.

Today, the Polish Librarians’ Association has approximately 7,000 members and is one of the
largest professional organisations in Poland.
Professional sections, committees and units are important elements of the PLA’s organisational structure. They have been established to perform speciﬁc tasks related to the librarians’
skills. Their activities improve the librarians’ professional knowledge and practical skills by initiating and organising conferences, workshops, training sessions, and preparing publications.
The Sound Libraries Section is one of the most active PLA units. Its activities play a key role in
collection, dissemination, and archivisation of the Polish phonographic relics.
One of the main tasks of the Polish Librarians’ Association is education of library staﬀ, enabling
them to access modern forms of professional training, so that they can respond to the ever-increasing user expectations. This is done through the PLA publications as well as through its
regular conferences and seminars (both national and international), and workshops.
The PLA Science and Education Publishing is one of the major professional publishers in Poland. It issues journals promoting achievements of the Polish and global library and information science community.
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PROFILES OF THE CHAIRS
OF THE SOUND LIBRARIES SECTION
MARIA WRÓBLEWSKA
An organiser of the founding meeting of the Sound Libraries Section of the
PLA in 2002, chair of the Management Board in its ﬁrst tenure in the years
2002-2006. A musicologist, working in the Sound and Audiovisual Department of the National Library in Warsaw, which she headed for more than
15 years. Actively engaged in the Section works, also as the Management
Board member in the subsequent tenures. Maria Wróblewska co-organised
and run workshops in sound recordings cataloguing; gave presentations
during 7 National Sound Libraries Conferences. Maria Wróblewska participates in the current project “Bibliography of writings on Polish sound recordings” of the Sound Libraries Section.
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KATARZYNA JANCZEWSKA-SOŁOMKO, PH.D.
A musicologist, chair of the Management Board of the Sound Libraries Section in 4 tenures, since 2006 until now, vice chair of the Association for Polish
Music Artists. A researcher in the National Library of Warsaw for many years.
An author of many publications concerning sound recordings, including two
pioneer texts: Dyskopedia poloników do roku 1918 (Discopaedia of the Polonica until 1918) and Dyskopedia poloników z lat 1919-1939 (Disopaedia of the
Polonica for the years 1919-1939). She was the editor of the Dyskograﬁa Karola Szymanowskiego (Discography of Karol Szymanowski) published in 2016.
An author of dozens of texts, articles, conference presentations, including
those concerning early sound records. A co-organiser of National Sound Libraries Conferences. Katarzyna Janczewska-Sołomko manages the project
“Bibliography of writings on Polish sound recordings”, and is also engaged
in activities aiming at starting the project of archivisation of the early Polish
recordings.
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BEFORE THE PLA SOUND LIBRARIES
SECTION WAS ESTABLISHED
Sound recordings have been a topic of the music librarians’ interests from the beginning of the Music
Libraries Section of the Polish Librarians’ Association,
i.e. since 1964. Maria Prokopowicz (1916-2006), one
of the founders of the Music Libraries Section and
its Chair in the years 1964-1979, the doyenne of the
Polish music librarianship, was the very ﬁrst person
who noticed the need of separating this topic from
the scope of the Section.
The oﬃcial postulate of establishing the Sound Libraries Section within the Polish Librarians’ Association was oﬀered during the National Conference of

the Music Libraries Section in Warsaw in 1998. Content diﬀerences were underlined between sound and
music collections of libraries and archives, as well as
speciﬁcs of description, storage, and preservation of
sound recordings, and the need of information and
experience exchange in these topics.
The founding meeting, which took place in the National Library in Warsaw on March 21st, 2002, was attended by 29 librarians from diﬀerent Polish institutions. The ﬁrst Sound Libraries Section Management
Board was established during this meeting.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PLA
SOUND LIBRARIES SECTION
The Sound Libraries Section of the Polish Librarians’
Association joins librarians, archivists, and musicologists professionally interested in sound and audiovisual collections in diﬀerent institutions. Sound collections can be found in Poland in special collections’
sections of public and university libraries, in libraries
of music universities and institutes of musicology, as

well as in the Sound and Audiovisual Department of
the National Library in Warsaw, Institute of Art of the
Polish Academy of Sciences, the National Audiovisual
Institute, the Fryderyk Chopin Institute, the National
Digital Archives, the Polish Radio Archives, the Theatre Museum in Warsaw, and the Leon Wyczółkowski
Regional Museum in Bydgoszcz. Smaller collections
can be found in special libraries, archives, and museums.
The Section members, thanks to their contacts and
information exchange, participation in discussion
groups, trainings and conferences organised by the
Section Board, have the opportunity to beneﬁt from
the experiences and solutions useful in their professional life, and to develop common statements
concerning description, storage, and preservation
of sound and audiovisual collections. The Section
supports also their research activities – many of the
members take part in the meetings, presenting results of their studies, as well as participating in other
projects. The Section members’ output is documented in conference proceedings.

▲Music Department of the Library of Adam
Mickiewicz University, Poznan
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▼Radom 2007

CONFERENCES
AND SEMINARS
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The Sound Libraries Section has been organising national research and professional conferences every
few years. These are occasions to present collections
and activities of particular institutions, as well as
places of discussion and exchange of ideas or ﬁnding
solutions of common problems.
The 1st National Sound Libraries Conference „A
sound library yesterday, today and tomorrow” took
place in the National Library in Warsaw on May 1112, 2007. It aimed at presentation of sound collections of diﬀerent Polish institutions. 13 collections
were presented, as well as the publishing activity
of the record company „Polskie Nagrania”, the only
one state company of that time. The last point of
the conference was a panel discussion concerning
„Recording vs. concert playing”, attended by the researchers, the owner of a record company, and a
jazz musician.
The 2nd National Sound Libraries Conference „Let’s
preserve the sound heritage” was organised by the
Municipal Public Library in Radom (November 14-15,
2008). The presentations focused on availability of
library collections in regard of the copyright, digitalisation of sound recordings, their safe storage and
preservation.
The 3rd National Sound Libraries Conference took
place on November 5, 2009 in the Stanisław Moniuszko Academy of Music in Gdańsk. The following collections were presented: recordings of salon

orchestras of the Pomeranian Library in Szczecin,
American sound recordings at the Fryderyk Chopin
University of Music in Warsaw, and sound Polonica
in the Polish Museum of America in Chicago.
The 4th National Sound Libraries Conference was
organised by the Provincial and Municipal Public Library in Łódź on October 25-26, 2012, with the main
topic „Collecting… and what next?” Diﬀerent topics
related to sound recordings and institutions gathering such collections were discussed, like: examples
of modern sound archives, tasks of the National
Audiovisual Institute, cataloguing of early sound recordings published on cylinders, standard records,
and piano rolls, reconstructions of early recordings,
graphic design of Audio CDs.
The Feliks Nowowiejski Academy of Music in Bydgo-
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▲Bydgoszcz 2013

szcz invited participants of the 5th National Sound
Libraries Conference „Music libraries – sound libraries: inspiration or anachronism?” on October
21-23, 2013. The following topics were discussed:
decreased interest in traditional sound recordings,
sound archives included; online sound collections;
diﬀerent technical aspects of playing and preservation of sound recordings.
The next, 6th National Sound Libraries Conference
„Archivisation of audiovisual recordings – caprice
or necessity?” took place on May 19-20, 2015 in the
historical Raczyński Library in Poznań. The following
questions were discussed during presentations and
panel discussions:




Which sound collections of state institutions
should be preserved ﬁrst?
What are the threatens of the early sound
recordings?
How to preserve sound collections nowadays?

The report „Archivisation of sound recordings in Polish public collections”, developed by the Sound Libraries Section, was also presented.
„Archivisation – a rescue for early sound recordings”
was the topic of the 7th National Sound Libraries Conference, which took place on November 20-22, 2017
in the Karol Lipiński Academy of Music in Wrocław.
Standards of storage and preservation of sound carriers were discussed, standards of accurate playing
and reproduction of standard records, digitisation
and description of ﬁeld recordings with Polish traditional music, as well as bibliographic works concerning literature on sound recordings.

▼Bydgoszcz 2013

The 8th National Sound Libraries Conference „Polish phonography since the Independence regaining
till present days” was organised on May 13-14, 2019
in Gołuchów nearby Kalisz, in the former magnate
mansion. Due to the title, historical topics dominat-

ed in presentations. They focused on the interwar
period: publishing activity of Polish record companies, music in Polish ﬁlms, sound recordings and
playing devices market sale, archival radio recordings. Piano rolls of outstanding Polish pianists were
discussed. Topics concerning current problems of
sound archives included preservation of sound collections, update of cataloguing rules, publication of
recordings of modern Polish composers’ works.
Except for conferences, the Sound Libraries Section participated actively in many seminars, among
others in 2018 it co-organised the research session
„Phonography for music and science: history, relations, contemporariness”, organised on the occasion
of the 140th anniversary of phonograph invention by
T.A. Edison. During the meeting the following topics
were discussed: inﬂuence of phonography on periodisation of the history of music, reception of a phonograph, recordings of folk music, its preservation
and sharing.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE
SOUND LIBRARIES SECTION
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Three times, in the years 2010, 2011, and 2015, The
Sound Libraries Section co-organized, together with
the Music Libraries Section of the PLA, under the auspices of the NUKAT Center in the University Library of
Warsaw (NUKAT – the union catalogue of Polish research library collections), meetings for the librarians
cataloguing music objects. Lectures, workshops and
discussions were focused on cataloguing of sound
recordings, changes in bibliographic descriptions
and uniform title of musical compositions were offered and accepted.
In 2015 the report concerning archivisation of Polish
early sound reordings was preceded by the questionnaire sent to libraries, archives and museums,
concerning sound collections of these institutions. It

PUBLICATIONS

The Sound Libraries Section prepared numerous scientiﬁc, professional, and manual publications. Particular interest was gained by conference proceedings documenting presentations and discussions
of the conferences. The following titles have been
published by the PLA Publishing so far: „Fonoteka wczoraj, dziś i jutro” (A sound archive yesterday,
today and tomorrow, 2008), „Chrońmy dziedzictwo
fonograﬁczne” (Let’s preserve phonographic heritage, 2011), „Archiwa dźwiękowe w Polsce – kolekcje, popularyzacja, rekonstrukcja” (Sound archives in
Poland – collections, popularisation, reconstruction,
2019). Articles on Polish sound archives have been
systematically published in the professional journal
“Bibliotekarz” (Librarian), of the Polish Librarians’ Association.

enabled estimation of volume and preservation status of the whole Polish collection of historical sound
carriers (cylinders and standard records). The report
indicated the need of making analog duplicates of recordings as the most accurate preservation form of
sound content of Polish early recordings for future
generations. The report was passed to the Ministry
of Culture and National Heritage, and the Sound Libraries Section representatives have been participating in substantive meetings concerning archivisation
of recordings. This problem is one of the most important challenges of Polish sound archives.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WRITINGS
ON POLISH SOUND RECORDINGS
The large research project of the Sound Libraries Section PLA is the bibliography of the Polish writings on
Polish sound recordings, which has been developed
since 2015 with the original title “Sources for studies
on Polish phonography since 1878 till present days”.
It is a response for the postulates dating back to the
20th century, to collect information about works concerning Polish sound recordings, and to continue the
ﬁles which have been started that time. The Sound
Libraries Section received the Ministry of Science
and Higher Education grant for this task in 2016 and
2017, from the funds on science dissemination.
The aim of this project is to collect bibliographic information on the texts concerning recordings of Polish composers and performers, sound publications
co-created by Polish sound directors, musicologists
or graphics, as well as the recordings published by
Polish record companies or those active within the
territory of Poland. The project includes also texts
concerning phonography, written by Polish authors
or in Polish language. Regarding the publishing form,
the bibliography includes monographs, ephemerals,
unpublished dissertations, journal articles and oth-

er publicist texts, in particular notes and mentions
of diﬀerent type, and – the largest group – reviews
of recordings. The range of this project is not limited to research texts, it includes also other types of
writings.
The source material collected in the Bibliography is
to serve for further studies concerning music performances, repertoires of sound recordings, reception of phonography, the Polish recording industry,
history of particular record companies. The bibliography is also an extensive source of information for
the amateurs interested in phonography, who often
have been trying to complete materials for a given
time period, territory or a record company in these
days. At the end of 2017 the bibliography listed 7000
descriptions, collected in two databases: “Articles,
monographs, and dissertations” and “Reviews published in journals”.
During the project, most of the volumes of the British
“Gramophone” magazine was browsed, which has
been published since 1923, and concerns classical
music. Also four Polish titles have been systematically
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Pre-war journals are represented in
a considerable number, including
daily papers and cultural or professional magazines, like “Antena” (Antenna, with radio-related topics) or
the “Dźwięk” (Sound) monthly, concerning mechanical music, radio, and
sound ﬁlm.
The material collected so far is available at the Polish Librarians’ Association website:
http://www.sbp.pl/fonograﬁa
In 2019 the Sound Libraries Section
received the two-years grant from
the Ministry of Science and Higher
Education, for continuation of these
works. It will enable completion of the
material with the following volumes
of the titles mentioned above, as well
as the new ones. The other aim is to
ﬁnd the largest possible number of
unpublished dissertations, a small
part of which were analysed during
the ﬁrst stage of the project. Dissemination of the results is an important
task, in particular in the Internet. The
project is to be participated by the experts from the most important Polish
libraries and archives.
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reviewed: “Ruch Muzyczny” (Music Movement, published since 1945), “Muzyka” (The Music, published
since 1950), “Glissando” – the journal concerning
modern music (published since 2004), and “Fragile:
pismo kulturalne” (Fragile: the cultural journal, published since 2008). Other journals were browsed selectively.

The important achievement of the Sound Libraries
Section is close cooperation with the outstanding
musicologists, artists, record producers, and archivists. It is reﬂected in the Section’s plans for the following years, cataloguing works, storage and preservation of phonographic collections.
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